Southwest Insulation Contractors Association has implemented a Covid protocol to ensure all competitors and attendees are safe and socially distanced with no contact with any Rilco employees and able to keep everyone as safe as possible while still enjoying the competition.

- Masks are required when entering the facility through a specified side door into the warehouse and not through Rilco Lobby or facilities.
- Competitors and Attendees will have temperature taken upon arrival to be admitted.
- A liability waiver must be signed to proceed to registration.
- All on site attendees/competitors will be required to wear masks at all times (unless eating or drinking) and hard hats are required on site at all times.
- Wash facilities/bathroom facilities and sanitation stations are located in the warehouse.
- All testing rooms/paper/pencils will be wiped down with sanitizers.
- Competition Bays will be spaced 10’-15’ apart and across aisle allowing judges to social distance when viewing competition.
- Attendees will be monitors to social distance when viewing competition and seating appropriately placed.
- Food service will be per Harris County Covid regulations and within the Rilco warehouse at stand alone tables.
- No on will enter or leave competition except through one designated door leading into competition bay.
- Any person not following this protocol will be asked to leave the premises immediately.

Wednesday, January 13, 2021
Rilco Manufacturing Company
12700 Tanner Road  Houston, TX 77041

6:30 AM - Contestant Registration
7:00 AM - Judges & Morning Contestant Orientation & Safety Presentation
10:30 AM - Afternoon Contestant Orientation & Safety Presentation
7:30 - 11:30 AM - First Flight of Contestant Compete  Lunch served 11:30 AM - 1:30 PM
11:00 AM - Noon - All Contestants Testing
12:30 - 4:30 PM - Second flight of Contestant Compete
5:00 PM - Awards Program